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The edges of nanoscopic objects determine most of their properties. For this reason the edges of
honeycomb carbon—always considered either zigzag- or armchair-like—need special attention. In
this report we provide experimental evidence confirming a previous unexpected prediction: zigzag
is a metastable edge, as its planar reconstruction lowers energy and forms the most stable graphene
edge. Our evidence is based on re-analyzing a recent experiment. Since the reconstructed edge,
along with other unconventional edges we discuss, has distinct chemical properties, this discovery
urges for care in experiments and theory—we must enter the realm beyond zigzag and armchair.
PACS numbers: 61.46.-w,64.70.Nd,61.48.De,68.37.Og
Graphene is a two-dimensional sheet of carbon atoms
with the honeycomb structure[1], and it underlies other
carbon allotropes like graphite, carbon nanotubes, and
fullerenes[2]. If you cut honeycomb carbon in a random
orientation, the edges become purely zigzag- or armchair-
like, or an alternating series of zigzag and armchair seg-
ments. So far these edges have been taken for granted,
both in experiment and in theory.
The edges of graphene are prominent for several rea-
sons. For example, carbon nanotubes are made from
curved graphene sheets, and the edges determine how
they grow[3, 4] or make contacts[5]. Furthermore,
conductive[6], mechanical and elastic properties[7, 8, 9],
as well as chemical properties[10] of graphene nanorib-
bons depend crucially on the edge properties (edge pro-
file reflects the symmetry inside ribbons). One example
is the electronic edge state at the zigzag edge, completely
missing from the armchair edge[11].
In a recent theoretical work Koskinen et al. considered
also other than pure zigzag or armchair edges[12]. Com-
puter simulations using density-functional theory pre-
dicted, among other results, the existence of a recon-
structed zigzag edge, shown in Fig. 1a. The energy of the
edge is lowered by 0.35 eV/A˚ (1.7 eV per two adjacent
hexagons) when zigzag reconstructs; this makes the re-
constructed zigzag the most stable graphene edge. These
results have later been confirmed in subsequent theoret-
ical work[9, 13, 14]. Furthermore, besides lowering the
energy, the reconstruction changes the edges’ chemical
properties. The strong dangling bonds, responsible for
the reactivity of the zigzag edge, are removed by the re-
construction due to the formation of triple-bonds in the
nearly linear armrest parts[15] (cf. Fig. 1a). Up to now
this edge has been an academic curiosity, but here we
present experimental evidence confirming the prediction:
zigzag and armchair edges do have company.
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FIG. 1: (color online) Experimental evidence for zigzag recon-
struction. (a) Normal zigzag edge (left) and the reconstructed
zigzag edge (right), as predicted in Ref. 12 (b) Frame number
103 from the Movie S1 of Ref. 16, showing the zigzag edge
reconstruction (left), with a highlighted structure assignment
(right). Note the transition from pure zigzag to reconstructed
zigzag edge. (c) Frame number 64 from the same movie with
another reconstructed zigzag edge (left), and a structure as-
signment (right). Printed with the kind permission of authors
of Ref. 16.
A recent impressive experiment by Girit et al. (“the
experiment” from now on) imaged the edges of a free-
standing graphene by aberration-corrected transmission
electron microscopy (TEM)[16]. Sub-A˚ngstro¨m resolu-
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2tion enabled the analysis of edge structures and dynamics
with atom precision. The movement of atoms at the edge,
driven by collisions with accelerated electrons, could be
understood by simple arguments. The experimental re-
port was supplemented by a movie (Movie S1) that ani-
mated the edge dynamics with 110 frames corresponding
to some 10 minutes of real time (1 second exposure for
each imaged frame with 4 second breaks). Figs. 1b and
1c show two frames where the reconstructed zigzag edges
are apparent (such frames were easy to find). The anal-
ysis in the original experimental report considered only
zigzag and armchair edges because they contain regular
hexagons; other polygons were rejected since they gave
merely a messy appearance for the edges. This is natu-
ral, because—until now—no other edge structures have
been recognized in an experiment; any deviations have
been viewed as local defects. But since now Fig. 1a gives
a fresh viewpoint for the experiment, it becomes evident
that the reconstructed zigzag edge is a well-defined, sta-
ble, and proper edge structure in itself. On the account
of this experimental discovery, we term the reconstructed
zigzag edge the reczag edge. In the experiment reczag
edges appear with fair abundance, and they sometimes
persist for well more than ten seconds in real-time (sev-
eral frames).
But how can we tell that zigzag really is metastable?
First of all, the energy difference between zigzag and
reczag edges is large enough to be theoretically beyond
any doubts—from that standpoint the reczag edge has
been nothing but waiting for discovery[12]. But also
experimental considerations support metastability. As
carefully explained in the experimental article, zigzag
edges appear more abundant than armchair edges due
to dynamic and kinematic effects related to TEM imag-
ing, not due to lower energy[16]. In short, when TEM-
accelerated electrons cause damage and kick doubly coor-
dinated atoms at the edges, the zigzag edges are repaired
rapidly by diffusing single carbon atoms, while for arm-
chair the repair requires two atoms, hence it is slower.
The reczag edge has an edge profile similar to armchair,
and is therefore also discriminated by the TEM imag-
ing process. Furthermore, in the experiment the edge
is eroded so that graphene with pristine hexagons is re-
vealed during the course of time, favoring zigzag instead
of reczag edge (that contains other polygons). Regard-
less of these discriminating factors, fairly long segments
of the reczag edges can be observed.
A systematic inspection of the experimental data re-
veals short segments of the other predicted edges as well,
such as an armchair edge with pentagons in Fig. 2a,
or an armchair edge with two adjacent heptagons in
Fig. 2b [12]. In fact, Ref. 9 predicted a partial metasta-
bility also for the armchair edge: it can relieve edge stress
by forming heptagons at the edge and hereby decrease en-
ergy, attaining energy minimum with ∼ 30 % heptagon
concentration. However, since there are no long segments
FIG. 2: (color online) Segments of other graphene edges, as
seen from frame details of the Movie S1 of Ref. 16. (a) Detail
of frame 73 (left) with structure assignment (right), revealing
an armchair edge with pentagons. (b) Detail of frame 106
(left) with structure assignment (right), revealing an armchair
edge with hexagons and two heptagons. Printed with the kind
permission of authors of Ref. 16.
of armchair edges in the experiment, the edge stress does
not need any relief, and heptagons at the armchair edge
are only rarely observed (the energy difference is small,
too).
An interesting experimental detail is the brightness in
the armrest parts in armchair and reczag edges. It is due
to the larger electron density between the armrest atoms,
in chemical triple bonds—observed directly by TEM[15].
This Brief Report has a brief message: the reczag
edge really exists—and makes a difference. In cur-
rent frantic graphene research this is important to di-
gest. First, less edge stress but more mechanical stiff-
ness induces different warping and curling properties for
reczag.[8, 9, 17] Second, reczag has vibrational proper-
ties akin to those of armchair; this is a dangerous ori-
gin for wrong identification[8, 18]. Third, while zigzag’s
the so-called edge-state survives the reconstruction (be-
cause its origin is bulk, not edge locally), the dangling
bond band in reczag moves away from the Fermi-level,
trembling edge’s conductive properties.[12] Fourth, and
most important, reczag is chemically less reactive than
zigzag.[12] A hydrogen-passivated zigzag edge, on the
other hand, is more stable than hydrogen-passivated
reczag edge.[12, 13]
Note also that, unfortunately, graphene edges cannot
be identified from the bulk lattice orientation anymore.
The observations in this report are trivial, but they
have solid significance. Several properties of reczag, as
3listed above, are different from the properties of zigzag,
yielding different interactions and signatures at the edge.
Hence the reczag edge, now with an experimental ver-
ification, has to be considered—even re-considered—in
any theoretical or experimental work involving honey-
comb carbon.
Note added in proof: Another experiment (Chuvilin
et al., arXiv:0905.3090) has also confirmed our observa-
tions.
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